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SUMMARY
How can martial arts train you for survival? Find out as Dr. Brian Jones returns to The Survival Show, 
and shares his years of experience in martial arts to help YOU discern the best method to train to be 
ready if you happen to be attacked any time, anywhere.

Dr. Brian spells out just what to look for in any martial arts program, in order to get the most effec-
tive training out of it; training which will benefit you in real life scenarios, and not just on the mat. He 
exposes the weak points of many martial arts programs which claim to train you for self-defense, but 
don’t actually give you the skills that would be necessary to put your attacker in their place. 

He explains why it is so important to be ready to defend yourself at any moment, and not take any 
time to analyze or freak out about being hit, and finally, he gives pointers on how you can find a good 
self-defence academy near you.

TIMELINE
00:00 Introduction.

03:16 Brian’s Martial Arts Background.

06:38 What is Good Defense Training?

10:58 Mixed Martial Arts vs. UFC.

14:50 Brazillian Jujitsu.

16:00 Sports Oriented Martial Arts vs. Reality.

23:17 “Takedown”.

27:00 How to Find Good Training.

31:40 Healthy Practice for Training.

34:00 Fostering a Close-Knit Sparring Team.

37:20 The “Sneak Attack” Policy.

40:40 More About Brazillian Jujitsu.

GOOD TRAINING VS. USELESS 
TRAINING FOR SURVIVAL. @06:38 
“How do you determine good training for survival in martial arts?”
The key component is that there is live training or sparring. You need the resistance and movement 
of an opponent...and some feedback. You need to get punched once in a while. You don’t want your 
first experience being punched to be in a real fight. The contact is part of the fight training. It is part 
of the desensitization process; you need the understanding that you can get hit and get up and keep 
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@07:00

“You need to get punched 
once in a while. You don’t 
want your first experience 
getting punched to be in a 
real fight.”

@32:20

“If you’re training to 
increase your chances of 
survival, you don’t want to 
kill yourself. That’s counter-
productive.”
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moving. If you don’t have that experience, you’re going to freak out when you get hit.

In many kinds of martial arts, they have rules for safety, which take away a lot of practical applica-
tion. There are a lot of moves that you might need in a real fight that aren’t allowed. Everything has 
become more sporting-oriented.

If you can’t spar (full contact with control), and you don’t have someone fighting you back, it’s not 
going to help you. 

If you feel like there’s a group of guys who are just beating up on you (not working WITH you, but 
AGAINST you) and you feel like less of a partner and more of an opponent, then that’s probably not a 
good place.

You need a place that will push you, and progressively introduce drills and stress that you can handle. 
There shouldn’t be a concussion every night, or blood everywhere...but you do need to get walloped 
now and again.

REMAINING HEALTHY WHILE TRAINING. @31:40
What kind of things should we be doing before, during, and after class to remain healthy 
while training? 

• You need a good warm-up and a cool-down.

• Balancetraining intensity with your recovery capacity. Stress + rest is progress. If you’re training 
to increase your chances of survival, you don’t want to kill yourself -- that’s counter-productive.

• Don’t go harder than your partner, if you don’t want to escalate things.

• Tap out when you feel like you need to. Don’t try to be the hero of the mat. 

• Think about your safety and longevity. If you’re in training in order to be able to survive an alter-
cation and you hurt yourself while training, you’re going to be an even easier target.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES - From David and Craig...
Live Training Classes @ Nature Reliance School: www.NatureReliance.org (Craig’s School)

YouTube - Nature Reliance School (Craig’s Channel)

YouTube - Ultimate Survival Tips (David’s Channel)

MSK-1 Survival Knife System (David’s Knife): www.MSK1Knife.com

Ultimate Survival Tips - Website: www.UltimateSurvivalTips.com

Free Survival e-MAG (From Ultimate Survival Tips)

BOOK: Extreme Wilderness Survival - By Craig Caudill: https://amzn.to/2DQczdQ

BOOK: Ultimate Wilderness Gear - By Craig Caudill: https://amzn.to/2DQiY8H

BOOK: Essential Wilderness Navigation - By Craig Caudill: https://amzn.to/2PL7YQx
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THE SURVIVAL SHOW - TEAM 
CRAIG is the founder of Nature Reliance School and the Author of: Extreme Wilderness Survival, 
Ultimate Wilderness Gear and Essential Wilderness Navigation.

DAVID is the Founder of Ultimate Survival Tips, Author of Tiny Survival Guide, Designer of MSK-1 
Survival Knife System and a Former US Marine.

PRODUCER BEN is a Jack-Of-All-Trades. He can build a house, fix almost anything, and produce a 
great podcast. When he’s not working on podcasts, He’s helping David manage Ultimate Survival Tips.


